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Abstract 

In this article we study directed, acyclic graphs. We introduce the head and tail order 
relations and study some of their properties. Recalling the notions of generalized 
bibliographic coupling and generalized co-citation, and introducing a new property, 
called the 1 - property, we come to a characterization of lattices. As document citation 
networks are concrete realizations of diiected acyclic graphs all our results are 
directly applicable to citation analysis. 
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1. lntroduction 

Bibliographic coupling is a term made popular by M.M. Kessler (1963), although the 
idea itself is due to Fano (1956). A coupling unit between two documents is an item 
of reference used by these two documents. If such an item exists the two documents 
are said to be bibliographically coupled. Their bibliographic coupling strength is then 
the number of references they have in common. Similarly, two documents are said to 
be co-cited when they both appear in the reference list of a third document. The 
notion of co-citation was proposed independently by lrina Marshakova (1973) and 
Henry Small (1973) from ISI. Also for this notion the idea originated somewhat 
earlier, namely in Rosengren's co-mention approach (1968). The co-citation 
frequency is defined as the frequency with which two documents are cited together. 
Thus, while bibliographic coupling focuses on groups of papers which cite a source 
document, co-citation focuses on references coming frequently in pairs. 

Many elementary mathematical properties of the bibliographic coupling and co- 
citation relation can be found in "lntroduction to lnformetrics" (Egghe & Rousseau, 
1990). It is also clear that besides co-citation one may also study tri-citation (three 
articles being cited in the same document) or, more generally multi-citations (Small, 
1974; Sen & Gan, 1983). A similar remark holds for the notion of bibliographic 
coupling. Besides document co-citations (or bibliographic couplings) one may also 
study author or journal co-citations (or bibliographic couplings), see e.g. (Ding et al., 
2000). Yet, from a graph-theoretic point of view these forms of citation studies are 
totally different. Article citations are nearly always one-directional (article A cites 
article B, but then article B, being older, will not cite article A), while journal citations 
are very often bi-directional: journal A cites journal B, while, during the same period, 
journal B also cites journal A. A similar remark applies to author citations. 

Bibliographic coupling and co-citation relations have in recent times been studied e.g. 
by Glanzel and Czerwon (1995), White (2000), Cawkell(2000) and Fang & Rousseau 
(2001). The ideas underlying these notions have been applied to search engines on 
the Web, in particular in Google (Dean & Henzinger, 1999; Henzinger, 2001). We 
also recall that the 'related records' feature in ISl's databases uses bibliographic 
coupling (Garfield, 1988; Atkins, 1999). 

In this paper we introduce two partial order relations (called the head and the tail 
relation) and study some of their properties. This leads to the notions of generalized 
bibliographic coupling and generalized co-citation, also studied by Sen and Gan 
(1983). Finally, introducing another property, called the 1 - property ( 1 for 'lattice') 
leads, together with the generalized bibliographic coupling and co-citation property to 
a characterization of a lattice network. 

This paper belongs to a series of papers in which we try to develop algebraic tools to 
study networks, e.g. citation networks, hyperlink graphs (such as the Internet) and 
collaboration networks (Rousseau, 1987; Egghe & Rousseau, 2001). As such this 
work is related to earlier work by Garner (1967), Pritchard (1984), Botafogo, Rivlin 
and Shneiderman (1992), De Bra (2000) and Leazer & Furner (1999). 



2. Graph theory and partially ordered sets 

A directed graph G, in short: digraph, consists of a set of nodes, denoted as N(G), 
and a set of links, denoted as L(G). In this paper the words 'network' and 'graph' are 
synonymous. A path from node a to node b is a sequence of distinct links (a, nr), 
(nl,n2), ... , (nk,b). The length of this path is the number of links (here k+l). Note that, 
in general, a path from a to b does not necessarily imply a path from b to a. A cycle 
or loop is a path of length > 1, beginning and ending in the same node. A graph that 
does not contain any cycle is called an acyclic graph. In this paper we will always 
assume that edges are unweighted, or, equivalently, have a weight equal to one. Any 
directed graph has an underlying undirected graph in which links may be traversed in 
any direction. 

A unidirectional graph is a graph in which a link between nodes a and b, implies that 
there is not a (direct) link from b to a. In a unidirectional graph cycles may exist, but 
the smallest possible length is 3. 

A strongly connected component of a digraph is a set of nodes such that any two of 
them are joined by a path. Different strongly connected components in a network 
consist of disjoint sets of nodes. If a digraph consists of one strongly connected 
component it is said to be strongly connected. If the underlying undirected graph 
consists of one component, the graph is said to be weakly connected. 

When applying these notions to citation networks (a network where nodes are articles 
and a link from article a to article b means that article a refers to article b) we always 
assume that these are unidirectional (because of the time difference between linked 
articles), although this is in reality not always the case. All citation networks 
considered in this paper are moreover assumed to be acyclic. Hence, a citation 
network is a concrete realization of an acyclic, unidirectional graph. 

A binary relation on a set S is called a partial order on S (denoted as I ) (Birkhoff & 
Bartee, 1970) if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
PI.  For all x E S : x I x (reflexivity) 
P2. For all x, y E S : x I y and y I x imply x = y (antisymmetry) 
P3. For all x, y, z E S : x I y and y I z imply x .5 z (transitivity). 

A set S, equipped with a partial order I, is called a partially ordered set, in short a 
poset. Examples of posets are: 
- the usual 'smaller than or equal' relation I, in the set of natural numbers; 
- for any set U, the inclusion relation, denoted as c, is a partial order in the power set 
of U (the set of all subsets of U). 

A poset satisfying the additional relation that, given x and y, either x I y, or x 2 y, is 
called a complete order. Elements can then be arranged in a chain from largest to 
smallest, or vice versa. The natural numbers form such a chain with the usual I 
relation. An inclusion poset of a set with a least two elements is never a complete 



order. We further note that every subset of a poset is again a poset (perhaps even a 
chain). 

Greatest lower and least upper bounds (Birkhoff & Bartee, 1970). Given a subset X of 
a poset S, we say that an element a in S is an upper bound of X if, for all x E X, x s a. 
Similarly, we say that b E S is a lower bound of X if, for all x E X, b $ x. We define c 
to be the least upper bound of X if lo) c is an upper bound of X, and 2") for every 
other upper bound a of X, we have: c 5 a. This is denoted as: c = lub X. Similarly, 
define d to be the greatest lower bound of X if l o )  d is a lower bound of X, and 2") for 
every other lower bound b of X, we have: b 5 d. This is denoted as: d = glb X. 
Subsets of a poset do not always have a least upper bound or a greatest lower 
bound, but if a glb or a lub exists, it is unique. 

The notions of glb and lub lead us to a special, and very important class of posets, 
namely lattices. A lattice is defined as a poset such that every two elements x and y 
have a glb called the meet of x and y, denoted as x A y, and a lub called the join of x 
and y, and denoted as x v y. 

3. The tail relation 

Definition: the tail and the head of a node A. 

Let G be a directed, acyclic graph and let N(G) be the set of nodes in G. Let further A 
E N(G), then we denote by T(A) the set of all nodes C in N(G) such that there exists a 
finite path starting in A and ending in C. T(A) is called the tail of node A. By definition 
we include A in T(A), hence: A E T(A). Similarly, we denote by H(A) the set of nodes 
C in N(G) such that there exists a finite path starting in C and ending in A. H(A) is 
called the head of node A. Here too we assume that A E H(A). As G is acyclic, H(A) 
n T(A) = {A). 

Definition: the tail relation in G 

Let A and B be nodes in G. Then we say that B -< A if and only if B E T(A). Similarly, 
B -< A if and only if A E H(B). The relation -< is called the tail relation (actually tail 
order, see further) in G. 

In words: B is "smaller" than A in the tail relation if B belongs to the tail of A, or A 
belongs to the head of B, i.e. there exists a finite path beginning in A and ending in B. 
In the next proposition we will show that this relation is a partial order. Hence it will be 
called 'the tail order', and hence the term 'smaller' has been used correctly. 

Proposition 1 

The tail relation is a partial order, i.e. -< is reflexive, asymmetric and transitive. 

Proof. 
a) reflexivity 

By definition A E T(A), hence A -< A 



b) antisymmetry 
If A -< B and B -< A then there is a finite path beginning in B and ending in A, and 
moreover a finite path beginning in A and ending in B. This means that there exists a 
loop from B to B, unless A = B. As G is acyclic, this means that A = B. 

c) transitivity 
If A -< B and B -< C , then there exists a finite path from B to A and a finite path from 
C to B, hence there exists a finite path from C to A, or A -c C. This proves the 
transitivity of the tail relation. 

Note 

If B -<A then T(B) c T(A), i.e. T is an order-preserving operator in N(G), -c . 

4. Applications in citation analysis: indirect citation relations 

We let G be a citation network, i.e. document A is connected to document B (in that 
order) if A cites B. Then B -c A means that there exists a finite path of citation 
relations beginning in A and ending in B. We will express this by saying that A cites B 
indirectly. If the length of the path connecting A with B is n then we say that A cites B 
indirectly on level n. It is possible that a document A cites a document B on different 
levels. We assume that a document D always cites itself on level 0. A direct citation is 
a citation on level 1. 

We can, similarly, consider the 'is cited by' and the 'is indirectly cited by' relations. 
They are the dual relations of the 'cites' and 'cites indirectly' relations. 

As the 'cites' and 'is cited by' relations are not transitive, it are the 'cites indirectly' 
and 'is indirectly cited by' relations that have the better mathematical structure. This 
is natural from a categorical point of view. In category theory (Mac Lane, 1971; 
Rousseau, 1992) one requires an arrow from A to C, once there is an arrow from A to 
B and from B to C. Only the indirect citation relation meets this requirement. 

We next generalize Proposition I (Egghe & Rousseau (1990), p. 230, based on a 
result by Kochen (1974)) and its corollary. 

Proposition 

For any document C we have: 

Proof. This formula merely states that if we form the collection of all documents that 
are indirectly cited by C, this is C's tail, and if we consider any document, say D, in 
this tail, then C belongs to the head of D. This is trivial. 



Corollary 

For every document C we have: 

Proof. We denote the set on the right-hand side by R. As C E T(C), R is clearly a 
subset of H(C). Conversely, if D E T(C), then H(C) c H(D), consequently, H(C) is a 
subset of R. This proves the equality. 

Similarly, we generalize Theorem 2 (Egghe & Rousseau (1990), based on Kochen 
(1974)). This is the basic reference cycle (Atkins, 1999). 

Theorem. If G is a non-empty, weakly connected citation network with N vertices, i.e. 
containing N documents then, for any C E G: 

N - l  

G =UK]  with 
j=o 

and KO = {C}  

Proof. Consider any document C in G. Then K1 is the set of all documents that either 
cite C indirectly, or are indirectly cited by C. By the requirement of weak 
connectedness, K, contains more elements than C, unless G = {C), in which case the 
theorem is proved. So, we can proceed and form K2. In order to prove that G is 
indeed the union of all K,, j = 0, ..., N -1, we assume that there exists a document Do 
that does not belong to any of the K,. We know, however, that there exists a path, 
ignoring directions, necessarily finite, and hence with length at most N -1, connecting 
Do with C. Hence there must be a number j 5 N -1, such that Do belongs to Ki. This 
proves the basic cycling theorem. 

5. Indirect co-citation and indirect bibliographic coupling 

We will use the terminology of a citation network, but note that the ideas proposed 
here can be applied in any acyclic digraph. 

Definition: Two documents A and B are said to be indirectly co-cited if there exists a 
document C such that C cites A indirectly and C cites B indirectly. Using the tail 
order, this means: 

A and B are indirectly co-cited 
'3 

3 C : A - ~ C a n d B - < C  
'3 

3 C: A E T(C) and B E T(C) 



Definition: Two documents A and B are said to be indirectly bibliographically coupled 
if there exists a document C such that A cites C indirectly and B cites C indirectly. 
This gives: 

A and B are indirectly bibliographically coupled 
a 

3 C:C-cAandC-<B 
w 

3 C: C E T(A) n T(B) 

The notions of indirect co-citation and indirect bibliographical coupling go back at 
least to Sen & Gan (1 983). 

Notes: 
a) If A and B are co-cited they are indirectly co-cited. 
b) If A and 6 are bibliographically coupled they are indirectly bibliographically 

coupled. 
c) Any document A is always indirectly co-cited and bibliographically coupled with 

itself. 
d) If A cites B they are indirectly co-cited (by A) and indirectly bibliographically 

coupled (by B). 
e) If a network has a largest element in the tail order, i.e. 3L E N(G) such that V A E 

N(G) : A -< L, then any two nodes are indirectly co-cited. 
f) If a network has a smallest element in the tail order, i.e. 3S E N(G) such that V A  

E N(G) : S -<A, then any two nodes are indirectly bibliographically coupled. 
g) The algorithm studied by Rousseau (1987) and known as the Gozinto theorem 

describes a method to take indirect citations into account when determining the 
citation influence of one article on another. 

6. A characterization of  a lattice 

Lattices are not only important mathematical structures, it is shown (Fang & 
Rousseau, 2001) that they do occur as substructures of citation networks. Hence the 
characterization given here has not only value for the theoretical development of 
network structures, but may also have some practical applications. 

Proposition 

If G, -< is a lattice, then T(A) n T(B) = T(A A B) 



Proof. As A A B -< A, we have T(A A B) c T(A), as T preserves the tail order. Similarly 
T(A A B) c T(B), which shows that T(A A B) c T(A) n T(B). If now C E T(A) n T(B) 
then C -< A and C -< B, consequently, C -<A A B. Hence C E T(A A B), showing that 
T(A) n T(B) c T(A A B). 

Proposition 

If G, -< is a lattice then T(A) u T(B) c T(A V B). 
Proof. A, B -<A V B, hence T(A) c T (A V B) . Similarly T(B) c T (A V B), hence 
T(A) u T(B) c T(A V B). 

It is easy to see that the other inclusion is not valid, unless A -< B or B -c A. We 
formulate this as a characterisation of comparability in the lattice G, -<. 

Proposition 

Assume that G, -< is a lattice. Then two elements A and B in N(G) are comparable, 
i.e. A -< B or B -< A, if and only if T(A) u T(B) = T(A V B) . 

Proof. -- The element A V B exists because G is a lattice. Now, it is given that A V B 
belongs to T(A) or T(B). Hence A V B -< A or A V B -< B. But we always have that 
A,B -< A v B. Hence A V B = A or A V B = B, which means that B -< A, or A -< B, 
respectively. The other implication is trivial. 

Proposition 

If G is a citation network, and G, -< is a lattice then any two documents A and B are 
indirectly co-cited and indirectly bibliographically coupled. 

Proof. 
In order to show that A and B are co-cited it suffice to take C = A V B. For proving 
bibliographical coupling we take C = A A B. 

Definition: the 1 - property 

A graph is said to have the 1 - property if A -< C, B -< C, A -< C', B -< C' implies that 
there exists C" such that A -< C", B -< C", C" -< C and C" -< C'. This property is 
illustrated by Fig.1. Intuitively, the 1 - property assures the existence of an element C" 
that lies 'in-between' the (A,B)-level and the (C,C1)-level. Note that this is not really 
correct as C" may coincide with one or more of the given elements A,B,C or C'. 



Fig. 1 A graph having the 1 - property 

Proposition 
If G, -< is a lattice then it has the 1 - property. 

Proof 
C and C' are both larger than A and B, hence taking C" = A V B shows that N(G), -< 
has the I - property. 

Theorem 
If G is a finite citation network, then the following are equivalent 

a) G, -< is a lattice 
b) G, -< has the 1 - property and every two elements are co-cited and 

bibliographically coupled 

Proof. We know already that if G, -< is a lattice then it has the I - property, and any 
two documents are co-cited and bibliographically coupled. 

Assume now that G, -< has property b. 

Let A and B be two nodes (documents) in G. By assumption b, we know that they are 
indirectly co-cited. Hence, there exists a node C, such that A and B belong to T(C). 
This means that C is an upper bound of A and B. Let C be the set of all upper bounds 
of A and B. By the previous observation, this set is non-empty. Now, by the 1 - 
property we know that for any C1 and CZ in C there exists a CQ (not necessarily 
different) in C such that A, B -< C3 and C3 -< C1,C2. Applying this procedure a finite 
number of times, we find an element C' in C such that A,B -< C' -< C', for every C* in 
C. This proves that A and B have a lub: C' = A V B. 

Similarly, we conclude, using the fact that any A and B are indirectly bibliographically 
coupled, that A and B have a glb. 

Remarks 

1. Knowing that a poset has the 1 - property and that any two elements are indirectly 
co-cited does not suffice to be a lattice. 

9 



2. Having the 1 - property and any two elements are indirectly bibliographically 
coupled does not suffice to be a lattice; 

3. Having the property that every two elements are co-cited and bibliographically 
coupled does not suffice to be a lattice. 

Examples are given in figs. 2, 3 and 4 

Fig. 2 An example of a poset having the 1 - property, where any two elements are 
indirectly co-cited but which is not a lattice, as A and B have no lub. 

Fig.3 An example of a poset having the 1 - property, where any two elements are 
indirectly bibliographically coupled but which is not a lattice as A and B have no glb 



Fig.4 A poset where any two elements are indirectly co-cited and bibliographically 
coupled but which is not a lattice, because, e.g. A and B have no lub. 

7. Relative co-citation and relative bibliographic coupling 

In the same article as where he introduced the notion of co-citation, Small also 
introduced the notion of relative co-citation (Small, 1973). The relative co-citation of 
documents A and B is defined as: 

where C(A) denotes the set of all articles that cite A, C(B) denotes the set of all 
articles that cite B, and #(X) denotes the number of elements in the set X. The notion 
of relative bibliographic coupling can similarly be defined (Sen & Gan, 1983; Egghe & 
Rousseau, 1990). In particular, relative co-citation trends (evolution of relative co- 
citation values over time) of some citation classics have been studied in Egghe & 
Rousseau (1990). We note that the relative co-citation of A and B is nothing but the 
Jaccard index of the sets C(A) and C(B) (Egghe & Rousseau, 1990). 

The notions of relative co-citation and relative bibliographic coupling can easily be 
generalized to the 'indirect' case using the head and tail relations. In this context we 
consider 



Consequently, these formulae can be used as general similarity measures, 
generalizing the well-known Jaccard index. 

8. Conclusion 

In this article we have studied directed, acyclic graphs as concrete realizations of 
document citation networks. We introduced the head and tail order relations and 
studied some of their properties. Recalling the notions of generalized bibliographic 
coupling and generalized co-citation, and introducing a new property, called the 1 - 
property, we came to a characterization of lattices. As lattices do occur in real citation 
networks this result may be considered as one more building block for a 
mathematical, graph-based theory of networks in the information sciences. Finally, 
we introduced a generalization of the Jaccard similarity measure. 
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